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Digital PhosphorrM Technology for Spectrum Analysis:
A Revolutionary Tool for Signal Discovery, Trigger, Capture and Analysis
Detection is the first step in characteizing, diagnosing, understanding and resolving any
problem relating to time-variant signals. As more channels crowd into available bandwidth,
new applications utilize wireless transmission, and RF systems become digital-based,
engineers need better tools to help them find and interpret complex behaviors and
interactions.

Tektronix' patented Digital Phosphor technology, or DPX@, is used in our Real-Time
Spectrum Analyzers (RTSAs) to reveal signal details that are completely missed by
conventional spectrum analyzerc and vector signal analyzers. The full-motion DpX
Spectrum's live RF display shows signals never seen before, giving users instant insight and
greatly accelerating discovery and diagnosis. DPX is standard on all Tektronix RTSAs.

Swept DPX revolutionizes spectrum analysis by enlarging the DPX span to cover the
instrument's entire frequency range. The analyzer acquires a wide span as a series of real-
time segments, each tens of megahertz wide, merging them into a complete DPX Spectrum
graph.

DPX Densityru Trigger is a completely
new way to catch the signals you discover
with the DPX Spectrum display. In many
cases, it is the only way to capture signals
hiding beneath other signals. While just
seeing these signals in the DPX display is
sometimes enough to set you on the track to
diagnosis , rt is often important to acquire a
data record of the signal for further analysis.

One example of a hard-to-catch signal is an
unexpected narrow-band transmission
buried in the FM signal in this picture. No
prior methods for triggering in the time or
frequency domains could capture this signal.

Additional advancements in DPX performance and functionality include major increases
in speed and z-axis resolution. Faster spectral transforms (>290,000 p"r se"onb) guarantee
capture of events as short as 10.3 usec, plus better visual representation of transieni signals.
Higher resolution in the Z axis provides accurate measurements of signal density it uny
frequency-amplitude point in the DPX Spectrum graph. Color scaling for the densityaxis hai
been enhanced by the addition of user-adjustable mapping.

One-click automation features will have you using these valuable new capabilities within
minutes of turning on your new or upgraded instrument. The first of these is Auto Color,
which quickly adjusts the color range of the DPX bitmap for whatever signals are currently
displayed. The other is Trigger On ThisrM, a pop-up menu selection that turns on DpX
Density triggering and sets its parameters to capture the signal you clicked on.
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This paper describes the methods behind the DPX Spectrum display, Swept DPX, DPX

Density measurements, and the DPX Density trigger. Demonstrations in the following pages

include:

o Making density measurements with markers and the draggable density box

o optimizing the color scale for different signal types

o sweeping DPX across the instrument's full frequency range

o using Trigger On This to capture a transient signal

o triggering on the absence ofan expected signal

Some of the DPX capabilities and specifications referenced in this paper are not available in

every Tektronix RTSA product. Some features are optional. The hands-on exercises in the

following sections were created with an RSA6114A equipped with Option 200, Advanced

Triggering and DPX.

The DPX Display
With the DPX Spectrum display you can detect and accurately measure transients as brief as

10.3 usec. Dedicated hardware computes up to 292,OO0 spectrums per second on the

digitized input signal. Then it displays all these spectrums as a color-graded bitmap that

reveals low-amplitude signals beneath stronger signals sharing the same frequency at

different times.

The strong signal in this DPX Spectrum graph is a repeating pulse at a fixed frequency.

There is also a lower-power CW signal that sweeps very quickly through the same span.

During the pulse's on time, the power of the two signals is additive, resulting in nearly

undetectable differences in the pulse envelope shape. But during the time the pulse is off, the

sweeping signal is detected and shown in its true form. Both signals are visible in the bitmap

because at least one full cycle of their activities occurs within a single DPX display update.

The DPX spectrum display reveals low-amplitude signals in the presence of larger signals.
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Compare the displays below. The signals are a typical WLAN interchange between a nearby
PC and a more-distant network access point (AP). The laptop signal is nearly 30 dB stronger
than the AP's signal because it is closer. The traditional swept analyzer display is on the left.
Its line traces can show only one level for each frequency point, representing the largest, the

smallest or the average power. After many sweeps, the Max Hold trace shows a rough
envelope of the stronger laptop signal. +Peak detection was selected for the other trace in an

attempt to capture the weaker but more frequent AP signal, but the bursts are very brief, so

the likelihood of seeing one in any particular sweep is small.

The DPX display on the right shows a very different picture. Since it is a bitmap image
instead of a line trace, you can distinguish many different signals occurring within each

update period and/or different version of the same signal varying over time. The heavy band

running straight across the lower third of the graph is the noise background when neither the

laptop nor the AP is transmitting. The red lump of energy in the middle is the ON shape of
the AP signal. Finally, the more delicate spectrum above the others is the laptop
transmissions. [n the color scheme used for this demonstration ("Temperature"), the hot red
color indicates a signal that is much more frequent than signals shown in cooler colors. The
laptop signal, in yellow, green and blue, has higher amplitude but doesn't occur nearly as

often as the AP transmissions because the laptop was downloading a file when this picture
was taken.
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Behind the Scenes: How DPX Works
This section explains how RTSAs create their DPX bitmap displays. The input RF signal is

conditioned and down-converted as usual for a spectrum analyzet, then digitized. The

digitized data is sent through an FPGA that computes very fast spectral transforms, and the

reiulting frequency-domain waveforms are rasterized to create the bitmaps.

The DPX bitmap that you see on screen is composed of pixels representing X, Y, and z values

for frequency, amplitude, and hit count. (Option 200 upgrades the z-axis measurement to

Density in place of hit count.) A multi-stage process creates this bitmap, starting with analog-

to-digital conversion of the input signal.

Collecting Spectral Data

Sampling and digitization is continuous.
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The spectral waveforms are plotted onto a grid of counting cells called the "bitmap
database". Grid size is 801 columns by 201rows in RSA6100,{ instruments with Option 200
"Advanced Triggers and Swept DPX". The number held by each database cell is the z-axis
count. The small example grid we'll use here is 1lx10, so our spectral waveforms will each
contain l1 points. A waveform contains one y amplitude value for each x frequency. As
waveforms are plotted to the grid, the cells increment their values each time they receive a
waveform point.

The grid on the left shows what the database cells might contain after a single spectrum is
plotted into it. Blank cells contain the value zero, meaning that no points from a spectrum
have fallen into them yet.

The grid on the right shows values that our simplified database might contain after an
additional eight spectral transforms have been performed and their results stored in the cells.
One of the nine spectrums happened to be computed as a time during which the signal was
absent, as you can see by the string of "1" occurrence counts at the noise floor.

Example 3-D bitmap database after
Note that each column contains the

1 (left) and 9 (right) updates.
same total number of "hits".

As long as spectral transforms are performed
the transforms can overlap each other in time,

faster than the acquisition data records arrive,
so no events are missed in between.
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Minimum event length for guaranteed capture depends on the length of the data records
being transformed. An event must last through two consecutive data records in order for its
amplitude to be accurately measured. Shorter events are detected and visible on screen, but
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may be attenuated. The DPX Spectrum RBW setting determines the data record length;

naffow RBW filters have a longer time constant than wide RBW filters. This longer time

constant requires longer FFTs, reducing the transform rate. Additional detail on minimum

signal duration is provided in "Guaranteed Capture of Fast Events" later in this paper.

Frame Updates

The maximum rate for performing the variable-length frequency transforms that produce

those waveforms is about 292,000 per second. Measurement settings that slow this transform

rate include narrowing the RBW and increasing the number of points for the line traces

available in the DPX Spectrum display along with the bitmap. Even at their slowest, spectral

transforms are performed orders of magnitude more quickly than a physical display can

respond, and also too fast for us humans can see, so there's no need to update the screen or

measurements at this rate. Instead, the grid collects thousands of waveforms into "frames",

each covering about 50 msec. A SO-msec frame contains the counts from up to 14,600

waveforms. After each frame's waveforms have been mapped into the grid, the cell

occurrence counts are converted to colors and written to the DPX bitmap, resulting in a

bitmap update rate of around 2O per second.

Frame length sets the time resolution for DPX measurements. If the bitmap shows that a -10

dBm signal at 12.3 MHz was present for l\Vo of one frame's duration (5 msec out of 50

msec), it isn't possible to determine just from the DPX display whether the actual signal

contained a single 5-msec pulse, one hundred SO-usec pulses, or something in between. For

this information, you need to examine the spectral details of the signal or use another display

with finer time resolution, such as Frequency vs. Time or Amplitude vs. Time.

Converting Occurrence Counts to Color

About 20 times per second, the grid values are transferred to the next process step, in which

the z-axis values are mapped to pixel colors in the visible bitmap, turning data into

information. The table below shows the color mapping algorithm used for this example.

Warmer colors (red, orange, yellow) indicate more occuffences. The color palette is user-

selectable, but for now we will assume the default "temperature" palette.
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The next illustration is the result of coloring the database cells
times they were written into by the nine spectrums. Displaying
pixel on the screen, creates the spectacular DPX displays.

according to the number of
these colored cells, one per

sE;5*l-t-
d

FreqwrEy

Color-coded low-resolution example (left) and a real DPX display (right)

In addition to the choice of palette, there are z-axis scaling adjustments for Maximum,
Minimum, and Curve. Maximum sets the occurrence value that will be mapped to the highest
color in the palette. Minimum sets the occulrence value for the lowest color. In the
"temperature" palette, the highest color is deep red and the lowest is dark blue. Occunence
values less than the selected Minimum are represented with black pixels, while pixels that
exceed the selected Maximum are red in hue but somewhat transparent. Values between
Maximum and Minimum are represented by the other colors of the rainbow.

Why would you somebody set the color Minimum to a value greater than 0Vo? This isn't all
that common, but it is useful if you need to concentrate most of your color resolution over a
small range of medium or higher occurrence rates to visually discriminate between different
signals that have nearly equal probability values.

10
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Exercise 1 - Adjusting Color Scale Maximum

To see why adjustable color scaling is useful, perform the following exercise.

1. Recall the setup file c:\RSA6l00A Files\Examples\DPX Pulsed RF.Setup' The DPX

display is showing a saved DPX bitmap trace named DPX Pulsed RF.dpx, which you

can find in the same folder if you wish to use it later.

2. Verify that Bitmap is the selected trace (DPX Settings > Trace tab > Trace control)

3. On the Scale tab, set the Max controlto I00Eo. The range of colors now covers the

full z-axis range of densities from 0 to I00Vo. The signals used to ueate this bitmap

are fairly diffuse in both frequency and amplitude, so most pixels have low

occurrence counts or density values and the upper half of the color palette is unused.

{

'- dBidiv;
I tl,tl c- E

'- RB\i"':

100 tHi

-100.00 dBnt

ft-.=,=*-r! I '-

DPX Spectrum
$ettings

/ Bitnrap E] 5,',:','* File:DPX Pulsed RF.dp

3

ttr

With default Max color setting

4. Click the Auto Color button. This sets the Maximum control to the highest pixel

value in the current bitmap. Now none of the available colors remain unused. The

entire rainbow is mapped to the occurrence values present at the time you pressed the

button, providing better visual resolution for low densities. Clicking the Autoscale

button in the DPX display scales all three axes based on current results.
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Color Mapping Curves

The mapping between z-axis values and color doesn't have to be linear. The Curve control
lets you choose the shape of the mapping equation. A Curve setting of I selects the straight-
line relationship. Higher Curve numbers pull the curve upwards and to the left, concentrating
color resolution on lower densities. Settings less than I invert the curve, moving the focus of
the color range towards higher density values. The graph below shows the mapping curves.

40 50 60

ilensity to,h}

70 $0 100

Representative color mapping curves

lb0
E
L] Curve = 1

t2
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Exercise 2 - Using the Curve Control

Observe the effect of various Curve settings.

1. Using the same bitmap trace file as in the last exercise, set the Curve control to 1 in

the Scale tab. Watch how the color palette illustration to the left of the Curve control

changes as you vary Curve. When the mapping is linear, the colors spread evenly

across the full density range.

2. Decrease Curve to 0.5. Now the best color resolution is ln
density range, and only the dark blues are assigned to densities

the upper half of the

below 507o.

3. Increase Curve to 3. The majority of
scale, but various shades of orange and

colors shifts to the lower half of the density

red afe still available for densities above 50Vo.

t3
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Swept DPX
DPX Spectrum is not limited in span by its real-time bandwidth. Like the regular Spectrum
display, DPX Spectrum steps through multiple real-time frequency segments, building a

wide-span display with line traces and the bitmap.

The analyzer "dwells" in each frequency segment for one or more DPX frames, each

containing the results of up to 14,600 spectral transforms. Dwell time is adjustable, so you

can monitor each segment of the sweep for up to 100 seconds before moving to the next step.

While dwelling in a segment, the probability of intercept for signals within that frequency
band is the same as in normal, real-time spans: I00Vo capture of events as short as 10.3 usec.

"{
'u 4rJ,f)fr dEm

'- d1ldiv:
lfl,fl dB

: RBT/:

1.OO l'#+

./ Bitmap E Show On

'- CF: 5U0 MHz

@t

-130,00 dBm

@]
Off-air ambient signals across a 1-GHz span in the swept DPX display

A full bitmap of 801 by 201pixels is created for every segment and compressed horizontally
to the number of columns needed for displaying the frequency segment. Compression is done

by averaging pixel densities of the points being combined together. The final swept bitmap
contains 801 by 201 pixels, just like the non-swept bitmaps. Line traces are also created in
full for each segment, then horizontally compressed to the user-selected number of trace

points for the full span.

The algorithm for determining the number and width of each frequency segment is not
published because it is complex, dynamic and subject to change over time. Variables in the

equation include user-adjustable control settings like Span, RBW, number of trace points,

RF&IF optimization, and Acquisition BW. Installed options also affect the span

segmentation. The number of segments ranges from 10 to 50 for each I GHz in a sweep.

A helpful piece of information for operators is the actual Acquisition Bandwidth used for
capturing each segment. "Acq BW" is shown in the Acquire control panel on the Sampling
Parameters tab. Acq BW is typically set automatically by the instrument, based on the needs

of all the open displays, but can also be set manually. In either case, the displayed bandwidth
is used for every frequency segment in the swept DPX display. The width of the segments is

always somewhat less than the Acq BW; we suppress frequencies near the edges of the

acquisitions because it is less reliable than data near the center of each acquisition.

I4
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Exercise3-SweptDPX

The entire instrument frequency range of many GHz can be covered in a DPX sweep, but

we'll illustrate the process with a more modest span.

L Preset your instrument.

2. Open the DPX display.

3. Increase DPX Span to 200 MHz.

You can probably see that the graph is updating in frequency segments starting at the left

edge of the graph. DPX starts by tuning to the center of the first segment, acquiring one

frame of data, translating hit counts into density, mapping density to color and issuing a

bitmap as if it was making a normal real-time span. Then it tunes to the center of the next

segment and repeats the process. This continues until the sweep is complete.

As you probably noticed, the Spectrum display stopped running when you increased DPX'

span beyond its real-time bandwidth. This is because Spectrum and DPX Spectrum have

conflicting requirements for the width of their segments, time spent in each segment, etc.

When any measurement in the analyzu is using swept acquisitions, all other measurements

are precluded from operating. (Note that some "measurements" are shared by multiple

displays, and therefore avoid this limitation. For example, Spectrum and Spectrogram are

designed as a pair so they can both work together while swept.)

You can control the amount of time DPX spends in each segment.

4. Open DPX Settings > Freq & Span tab, and locate the Dwell Time control. Its initial
(default) setting represents a single DPX frame.

if _"--t i: 5:i _ j gr'

Center: +EE,Ij llHi

Start: +$i,l7 t.lHi

Strlp: +gi,1l t,lH:

5:r a ''
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P -r:ll

p Auto

Step Sire :

During swept operation, the Dwelltime control sets the amount of time spent in each
segment of the sweep.

5. Increase the Dwell Time to something significantly greater, perhaps 500 msec. The

progression of updates across the screen is much slower now, and you can count the

number of segments.

15
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Guaranteed Capture of Fast Events
The main reason that swept-tuned and step-tuned spectrum analyzers can't provide l00%a

POI for a signal that isn't continuously present is that they spend only a short period of time
tuned to each small portion of their frequency span during each sweep. If something happens
in any part of the span other than where it is tuned at that instant, that event will not be

detected or displayed. There is also a period of time between sweeps during which the
analyzer is not paying attention to the input signal. FFT-based analyzers, including vector
signal analyzers, also miss signals during the time between acquisitions. Their POI depends
on a combination of factors including span, number of FFT points, acquisition time and
sweep rate.

RTSAs, on the other hand, capture data across all frequencies within their real-time span

during every acquisition. With Tektronix' exclusive Frequency Mask trigger and DPX
Density trigger, POI increases to l00%o, insuring capture of any spectral event matching the
trigger definition. When operating in free run as a simple spectrum analyzer, the RTSA has a
POI similar to other FFT-based analyzers, with gaps between each acquisition.

Guaranteed Capture in DPX Real-time Spans

The DPX Spectrum display captures any signal that is at least 10.3 microseconds long and
within the real-time bandwidth. This performance is possible because we are computing up
to 292,000 spectrum transforms per second. The faster the spectrum updates, the shorter the
time between acquisitions and the greater the probability that any signal will be detected.

The table below shows the specified minimum signal duration (MSD) for l00%o probability
of intercept under various combinations of Span and RBW in DPX for a representative
RTSA model. As you can see, MSD is affected by multiple factors.

Span

{t',tr H zl
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Ratio
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Let's look at POI in action. Our challenge signal is a CW sinusoid at2.4453 GHz. Every

1.28 seconds, its frequency changes for about 100 psec, then returns to normal. The duty

factor of this transient is less than0.0l%b.

The picture on the left below shows a swept analyzer set up for a S-second sweep of its
MaxHold trace. It shows that there is something occurring around the signal. This sweep rate

was empirically determined to be the optimum rate for reliable capture of this signal in the

shortest time. Faster sweep times can reduce the probability of intercept and result in fewer

intersections of the sweep with the signal transient.

The DPX display to the right, also captured over 5 seconds, shows a lot more information

about the transient. It is obvious at first glance that the signal is hopping by about 3 MHz,

with I .2MHz of frequency overshoot on transitions.

Swept analyzer after 5 seconds
Max Hold trace only

t CF: 2A433O fiHz '- Span: 10,00 MHz

DPX spectrum after 5 seconds
Max Hold trace and bitmaP

Guaranteed Capture in DPX Swept Spans

Probability of intercept (POI) for signals within a single segment, while DPX is dwelling in
that segment, is the same as for non-swept DPX operation (POI = I00Vo for events as brief as

10.3 microseconds). But just as in traditional swept analyzers, during the time the acquisition

is tuned to any one segment, the analyzer is not monitoring signals in any of the other

segments, so probability of capture in segments other than the culTent one is zero. Because of
the wide real-time bandwidth, the number of segments needed to cover the span is much less

than for swept analyzers, so the overall probability of intercept is significantly better for
DPX sweeps.

Another factor affecting POI is number of trace points. The bitmap is always 801 points

wide, but the line traces allow user selection for number of points. 801 is the default and the

other choices are 2401,4001, and 10401. Frequency transforms for traces containing more

than 801 points take longer, and this lower waveform update rate increases the minimum
signal duration proportionally. This caution applies for swept and non-swept operation. The

trace length control is on the Prefs tab in the DPX control panel.

I7
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DPX Density Measurements
"Density" is a measure of the amount of time during a defined measurement period during
which signals are present within a particular area of the DPX Spectrum bitmap. A clean CW
tone gives a l00%o reading, while a pulse that is on for one microsecond out of every

millisecond reads 0.1Vo.This section describes how density is computed from hit counts.

If we plot 4l more waveforms into the example grid we used earlier (in addition to the nine

we already plotted), each column ends with a total of 50 hits. The density for any one cell in
a column is its own count value divided by 50, expressed in percent. The math is very
simple: a cell with 24 counts has a 48Vo density. In practice, instead of batches of 50

waveforms, we collect a frame of thousands of waveforms before each update to the density

bitmap.

Grid showing cell counts after 50 waveforms. For each column, the sum of z-axis values is 50.

0% 07" 0% 0% 0% o% 0"/" a% o% 0% 0%

0% 0o/o 0% 0% 0% 8% 0% 0% 0% o% 0%

0% 0o/o a% 0% 0% 12% 0% o% 0% O"/" 0%

0o/o 07" 0"/" o% 0% 26% Oo/o 0"/" o% 0% 0%

0"/" 0"/o 0% 0% 0% 36% 0/" 0% 0"/" 0o/o 0"/"

0% 0"/o 0o/o 0% 2o/o 67" 2% 0"/" o% 0"/" 0%

0% 0% 2% 4% 8o/o 0% ]Yo 0% 0% Oo/o O"/"

2/" 4o/o 2% 86% 82% 4"/" 76% 12/" 2o/o 4% 4%

94/" 927" 947" 1A% 8% 67" 14% 86% 94"/o 92% 94%

4o/o 4o/o 2% 0% 0% 2% 0"/" 2o/o 4"/" 4% 2%

Grid after converting occurrence counts to percent density values. The sums of the cell
density measurements within each column are all 1O0%.

Measuring Density with Markers

Hit counts are cleared after every frame update, as long as Persistence is not turned on. The

density value for any pixel is simply the percent of time it was occupied during the most

recent 50-msec frame. To see the Density value for one or more individual points on the

screen, use markers.

4

6

13

1B

1 3 1

1 2 4 4

1 2 1 43 41 2 38 6 1 2 2

47 46 47 5 4 3 7 43 47 46 47

2 2 1 1 1 2 2 1
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Exercise 4 - Density Measurements with Markers

Measure the signal density at an interesting point in the DPX Spectrum display.

l. Preset

2. Close the Spectrum display

3. Open the DPX Spectrum display

4. Tune to an interesting signal. Frequency hops and pulses are good. You can usually

find an FM radio station or wireless LAN uplink and downlink traffic with an

antenna, though you might have to reduce the Reference Level and internal

attenuation. This picture shows WLAN signals.

u -60,[0 dBm

'- d3fdiv:
5,n0 dE

: RBW:

300 H+

-110,00 dBm

t A"t"r.rhl '- cF: 2,46332 GHz

Markers t_tFltn l ,/ MR

DPX display of WLAN and

'n Span: 40,00 MHz

F'c*t"ltP-.kltrtrl trl trl t@ EjFrequency v 
'2,46295 GHz

Bluetooth signals. Markers can be placed manually or automatically.

Turn off Persistence (DPX settings > Trace tab: select Trace - Bitmap, uncheck Dot
Persistence. Persistence will be addressed later in this paper.

Enable a marker (right-click menu or front-panel Peak button)

Drag the marker to a point of interest.

The marker readout in the upper left corner of the display shows the Density, Amplitude and

Frequency for the pixel you selected with the marker. By adding another marker, you can

measure density differences between two points.

5.

6.

7.
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Marker Peak Search in the DPX Bitmap

Markers on the DPX bitmap can search for peaks, similar to marker peak searching on

spectrum line traces. For a human, it is pretty easy to discern "signals" in the bitmap picture.

Your brain intuitively identifies strings of contiguous bright pixels. This isn't so easy for a
computer. The first thing the RTSA must do for any peak search is analyze pixel density

values to identify apparent signals. Then it can sift through these density peaks for the

amplitude peaks you want to find.

Z-axis density values for the pixels in each column of the bitmap are internally converted

into histograms to find density peaks indicating the presence of signals. The table below is

the 5 middle columns from the example grid we used to illustrate density measurements in a
previous section. Look closely at the highlighted middle column. The density values for each

pixel in this column are plotted on the y axis in the bar chart on the right. The bar chart x axis

is bitmap row number, with row number one being at the top of the table.

0% 0% 0"/" 0% 0%

0% 0% B% 0% 0%

0% 0% 12% 0% 0%

0% 0% 26"/" 0% a%

0% 0% 36% 0% 0%

0Y" 2% 6Y" 2% 0%

4% B% 0% 8% 0%

86% 82% 4% 767" 12o/"

10% 8% 6% 14"/" 86%

0% 0% 2o/o o% 2%

Left: bitmap section showing density values
Right: bar chart of the density values in the highlighted column of the bitmap

Assume that Density Threshold is set to 5Vo and Density Excursion to 57o also. Starting with
x= I in the bar chart, test each bar against the threshold. The threshold criteria is met at x=2.

Keep testing until you find a bar that is shorter than the previous bar by at least the Excursion

setting. In this case it is x=6. This tells us that a "signal" covers rows 2 through 5. Its density

peak is at row 5.

Now you can look for another peak. Continue looking at bars to the right and you will find a
density value at row 9 that meets the threshold criteria, but since there are no bars to the right

of it that meet the excursion criteria, we can't declare row 9 a signal. If row I had l%o

density, then row 9 would be a density peak.

Once density peaks are found for all columns in the bitmap, we can start looking for the

amplitude peaks. When you press the Peak button, the analyzer checks the histograms of
every column in the bitmap and finds the density peak with the highest amplitude. (The

amplitude search has its own versions of Threshold and Excursion settings, but in dBm and

dB units.) If you then command Next Peak Down, the search will scan inside the current

column for the next density peak. Next Peak Right examines each column to the right of the

current marker location to locate density peaks that also meet the amplitude peak criteria.
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Exercise 5 - Marker Peak Search

Let the markers find signals for you.

1. If you can create a live display of time-multiplexed signals showing multiple
amplitude levels, stop acquisitions and use this bitmap display for the next steps.

Otherwise, recall the saved setup file "Sweep and Pulse.Setup" from c:\RSA6l00A
Files\Examples\. This setup uses a saved DPX bitmap, located in the same folder.

2. From the Markers menu, select Peak. This enables a marker (if none are already
enabled) and places it on the density peak of highest amplitude in the bitmap. It also

opens the Marker toolbar at the bottom of the screen.

,f
'- 0,0fl dBrn

: dB/div:
10,0 dB

: RBW:

500 H+

/' Eitmap E Sfrow File:Sweep and Fulse.

-100,00 dBm

i Art"r..b I

Markers t-tqll l ./ MR Frequency \. ,2,051 GHz tEc*t-'I[tr-.kItr trf|H t,riF lE

3. In the Marker toolbar, click the Next Peak lrft and Next Peak Right arrows. The
marker looks for amplitude/density peaks at other frequencies.

4. Click the Next Peak Up and Next Peak Down arrows. The marker searches for other
high-density points at the same frequency.

5. Extra credit: Open the Define Markers control panel to the Define Peaks tab. (hint:
start in the Markers menu) Experiment with the density threshold and excursion
controls to see how they affect search behavior. The amplitude threshold and
excursion controls also apply to DPX marker searches. Smoothing keeps the marker
from finding multiple peaks within the same apparent signal by averaging an

adjustable number of pixel densities together, but it does not affect the single-pixel
measurement readout displayed by the marker.

Marker Propertps io-efiiid p-eiiii j

Arng-rlitr-rr-1e

Peak Threshold: -150 dEm

Minimum Excursian: 6 dB

nF H Signal ;1Ef 11:it!

Density Threshnld: 1,0nn qG

Minimum Excursinn: 100,000 mYo

Smosthing {pixels squared}: I
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Density Measurements over an Adjustable Area ("The Box")

you already know that the density for a single pixel is its ratio of actual hits vs. possible hits

over a defined time period, and that markers display these density values. For measuring

density over an area larger than one pixel, Option 200 includes a measurement box you can

resize and drag around in the DPX Spectrum display with your mouse or finger.

If you could make the box so niurow that it contained only points within a single column of
piiels, the density of this area would be the sum of the included pixels' density values. For

example, if the box was three pixels tall and the density values for these pixels were 4,2, and

7 Vo iespectively, the overall density for the three-pixel area would be l3%o.Imagine a box

one pixel wide and as tall as the graph. Assume that the input signal's amplitude was such

that alt hits fell at or near the vertical center of the screen. Since l00%o of the waveforms

written to the bitmap passed through the box, the density for the box is 1007o.

Density of an area = (Sum of densities of all pixels) + (Number of columns)

When you widen the box to cover a broader range of frequencies, software computes the

density sum for the included pixels in each column inside the box. The aggregate density

value ior this box rs the average density, calculated by adding the column density sums then

dividing by the number of columns. For a 1007o result, there must not be any hits above the

top edgi of the box or below its bottom edge. In other words, every waveform drawn across

ttre graph entered the box through its left side and exited the box through its right side, with

no excursions out the top or bottom.

Left: Correct measurement of a CW signal. All columns in the box include the signal'

Right: Not so correct. The measurement is accurate, but probably not what you expected. Some

coirrn" in the box contain no hits, so they contribute zeros to the calculation ol average density.

The density measurement box' vertical size and location are always set in dB and dBm, no

matter what units you have selected for measurements. (Amplitude control panel > Units tab)

The box is not draggable when the selected units are linear (such as Amps, Volts, Watts...),

though you can stiil adjust its size and location using the Frequency and Amplitude controls

in both the DPX Settings > Density and Trigger > Event tabs. Since the vertical scale is non-

linear, a box of constant amplitude changes visual height as it changes vertical position, a

disconcerting effect if you are trying to drag it.
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Exercise 6 - Measuring Average Signal Density

Draw a box in the DPX Spectrum display to measure average signal density over an area.

l. Turn on the DPX Density measurement, by using the checkbox in the DPX Settings

control panel > Density tab.

T''a ce g 5 ca ,* i.r. Lj ',i D € l-:,1r-1

l,iii

1,5[[ur:t 6HiE Shorv measurenrent

imeasurement aIwa'ys
visible for DPX Trigger)

Amplitude : -ZU,Ir-],.-r8-''

2. A readout will appear somewhere in the graph. If the box is off-
screen, the readout will be accompanied by an arrow pointing in the
direction of the unseen box. Grab this readout with your mouse or
finger and drag the density readout to the area you want to measure.

Adjust the box size. A mouse is the easiest way to drag the sides and corners of the
rectangle. For precise settings, use the knob, arrow keys, or keyboard to adjust
frequency and amplitude values for the rectangle. These controls are located in the
right half of the Density tab in the control panel.

For fun, you can compare single-pixel densities measured with a marker against
average densities measured over a larger area with the Density box.

+i- J,rlr-100r:i t,lH:

i-+l_ J,rJrJ ,.:E

3.

4.
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Persistence

previous sections of this paper have assumed that persistence was not applied to the DPX

bitmap. Without persistence, hit counts in the grid are cleared after each frame update. Now

we *ill describe how persistence modifies this behavior, starting with infinite persistence

because it is simpler than variable persistence.

Hit counts are not cleared between frames if infinite persistence is enabled. When the

instrument is set up for continuous acquisitions, hits keep collecting until you stop

acquisitions or click the Clear button above the DPX display. Software keeps track of the

total number of waveforms computed during the entire collection period. Density equals the

total number of hits to a cell divided by the total number of waveforms.

Variable persistence is trickier. A single-occurrence signal shown in the bitmap does not

disappear suddenly upon the next frame update, nor does it linger forever. It fades gradually

u*uy. The user sets a time constant for the Dot Persistence control which determines how

long it takes for signals to fade. Fading is accomplished by reducing the hit count in every

cell, after each frame update, by a factor based on the persistence time constant. The longer

the time constant, the less the hit counts are reduced.

Left: With variable persistence of 1O seconds, the occasional sub-second transient that spikes up

above the normal signals is held in the display rather than disappearing as soon as the signal goes

away.

Right: With persistence turned off, you have to watch the display continually to see the brief signal'

Not only are single-occuffence signals allowed to remain in the display for awhile by

variable persistence, additional hits keep piling on. The result is that cell values are no longer

pure hit counts; they include counts due to new hits from waveforms plus proportionally

ieduced counts from prior frames. As part of translating hit counts into density values, a new

software algorithm ur"s u finite-series equation to discriminate between the effects of
persistence and the arrival of new hits. The inflationary effects of persistence on cell counts

i. ,"-ou"d, so density readings represent the true ratio of actual hits to possible hits over

the persistence interval.
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a very good estimate of true signal

density measurements, use either no
The density computation for variable persistence is

density, with errors of less than 0.0l%o. For exact

persistence or infinite persistence.

Another subtlety of persistence is its smoothing effect on the density measurement of
intermittent signals. Consider a pulse that is on for l0 msec and off for 90 msec of each 100-

msec cycle. We'll make the simplifying assumption that the pulse ON time always falls

entirely within a single DPX frame update (50 msec). If persistence is not applied, the

density measurement is computed on each individual frame. The results will be 2O7o for each

frame containing the ON time and \Vo for the other frames. If infinite persistence is enabled,

however, the density measurement will settle to l07o after the second frame, and remain at

this value for as long as the pulsing continues. With persistence, the density is effectively

computed over many frames.

Persistence Effects on Density

Persistence does not alter colors in a density-based bitmap. Its effect is to extend the amount

of time over which densities are calculated, leaving signal events visible for the persistence

duration.

Before the introduction of density measurements and extra-long hit counters, persistence

caused colors to "bloom", becoming more and more intense over time as the hit counts

increased. Longer persistence intervals caused increased blooming, turning crisp signals into

fat red stripes. When hit counts are converted to density values (requires option), the display

is not subject to this effect. As long as the input signals maintain reasonably stable repetition

rates and duty ratios, their density values will also remain stable despite ever-increasing hit

counts in the underlying grid cells.

If you are accustomed to the original hit-count-based persistence displays, it may seem

counterintuitive that repeating signals in a density-based bitmap will not get brighter and

redder over time with infinite persistence. A quick review of the density algorithm explains

why: the hit count is divided by the total number of waveforms over the persistence interval.

For example, if a signal occupies a pixel 507o of the time over a period of 15 minutes, the

density reading will be 50Vo throughout the entire 15 minutes, though the underlying hit

count is steadily increasing.
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Z-Axis Resolution

Another factor that can cause color bloom is overflow of the hit counters. If a pixel could
onlycountupto 1000hits,itsdensityandcolorvalueswouldclipat l00%o afterjust 1000
hits, even if waveform points continue to arrive in the same pixel location. With waveform
points being written to the bitmap at rates approaching 300k/sec, counts add up really fast for
highly-repetitive signals. Deeper counters permit higher hit counts, so overflow happens
much later.

Clipping due to overflow of the counters in one or more cells will not occur until hours have
passed, or even days.

Comparison of DPX z-axis resolution and its affect on saturation

One more benefit to having deeper hit counters is better visual resolution of density. RTSAs
with the highest-performance DPX hardware installed use floating-point numbers to count
hits, allowing us to count billions of waveforms while retaining one-hit resolution, providing
better than 99 dB of dynamic range for density measurements. Density measurements in St%o,

n%o, and even f%o ranges are quite possible for extremely rare signals captured with infinite
persistence.

With straight-line mapping between density and color (Curve setting of 1), resolution is fixed
by the number of colors in the palette. For non-linear mappings (Curve settings higher or
lower than 1), most of the colors are concentrated at either the low or high end of the density
scale, so you can visually discriminate finer differences between density values in that range.

RSA6 1004, standard RSA6 100A, Option200

Hit Count 16-bit integer 36-bit custom float
(equivalent to 33-bit integer)

Maximum Hit Count 216 (65 ,536) 233

Minimum Time until Overflow
(for pixels with 1007o density)

<50 msec 8.1 hours
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Exercise 7 - Persistence Adjustments

You can use any live signal for this activity.

1. Open the DPX display. Click on the Settings button in the main toolbar. In the DPX
Settings control panel, select the Traces tab and make sure "Bitmap" is the selected

trace.

Trace: , BilrrE! v E Si'!il',t fJ Fl'eeze Save Trace ,i.9.,,

fl Dot Persistence

i!,:risriable: 1,0 s

t--': tnfinite

2. Turn on Dot Persistence with the checkbox.

3. Adjust the time constant and observe display behavior with both short and long
persistence intervals. If your signal is continuous rather than pulsing or hopping, you
can see the effects ofpersistence by turning the signal on and off.

With variable persistence, a brief CW signal captured by DPX remains in the display for an
adjustable period of time before fading away.

4. Select Infinite persistence.

5. Disconnect the input signal. Note that the display updates with new hits from noise,

but the old signal hits don't fade away.

6. Click the Clear button to erase the bitmap and start over.
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DPX Density Thigger

The standard DPX display shows you a clear picture of transients and other hard-to-find
signals. The new version of DPX in RSA61004. Option 200 goes well beyond helping you
discover these schedule-busting signals by actually triggering on their appearance to capture
them into acquisition memory for in-depth analysis. If you can see it in the DPX bitmap, you
can trigger on it. It is as easy as pointing and clicking.

Other trigger methods can detect signals that exceed an amplitude threshold, or even a

sophisticated amplitude-vs.-frequency mask, but they can't find a signal at a particular
frequency if another signal of higher amplitude is sometimes present at that same frequency.
The Runt trigger addresses some of these signal-under-signal cases, but not all. Only the
DPX Density trigger can discriminate signals within a precise amplitude-frequency range

without the operator having to know any characteristics of the target signal besides where it
might show up in the DPX Spectrum graph.

Left: A free-run DPX Spectrum display showing pulses with varying f requency. Occasionally, a short
pulse in the middle appears for a split instant, but it is hard to capture it with just a Run/Stop button.

Right: The triggered DPX display shows the low-amplitude pulse that was not apparent in the
untriggered display. The analyzer was set to trigger whenever the average density in the user-drawn
box measured 50% or higher.

The DPX Density trigger uses the same screen-based measurement box as the DPX Density
measurement. While the target signal is absent, the density measurement characterizes the
"normal" signals within the box. When the target signal finally appears, the density value
increases. The trigger system monitors the density measurement and fires a trigger whenever
the density value exceeds the adjustable density threshold. The only thinking you have to do
is to set this threshold to a level somewhere between the normal density readings and the

density due to the trouble-making signal. But as you will see in the next exercise, the

instrument software can compute the threshold value automatically.
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Exercise 8 - Trigger On ThisrM

Point and click to set up the DPX Density trigger.

l. Connect a time-varying signal. FM broadcast signals, an amplitude pulse, a frequency
hopper, or even transmissions from a Bluetooth device are all good.

2. Preset.

3. Close Spectrum. Open DPX, Time Overview, Spectrogram, and Frequency vs. Time.

4. Adjust the instrument attenuation and Ref Lev, then DPX Span, CF, and RBW to get
a good display of the signal(s).

5. In the Time Overview display, increase Analysis Length to around 2 msec.
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6.

7.

The analyzer triggered when the density in the DPX measurement box exceeded the threshold
set by Trigger On This. You can see in the Spectrogram and Frequency-vs-Time displays that
the signal event which caused the trigger was a quick frequency hop. The Time Overview shows
that the signal amplitude never changed, so a power level trigger would not have worked.

Find a spot in the DPX graph where the signal is present only some of the time.

Right-click on this spot, or press and hold with your finger on the touchscreen for
about a second, then release. A menu will pop up.

Select "Trigger On This". Software configures the DPX Density trigger to fire when
the average density in the box area exceeds the automatically adjusted threshold.

If needed for your signal, open the Trigger control panel to adjust the density
threshold or the size of the measurement box until the event is reliably captured.

8.

9.
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Automatic Threshold Adjustment by Trigger On ThisrM

The trigger density threshold automatically set by Trigger On This is 807o of the measured

value. If the signal was present at the moment you selected Trigger On This, the threshold

will be 207o less than the signal density, so the next time the signal is present long enough

(or present enough times) to exceed the threshold density, it will cause a trigger. If the signal

happened to be missing when you selected Trigger On This, the threshold value will be even

lower. If you clicked in a part of the display with no signal activity at all, the threshold will
be set to zero. Any signal that shows up here will fire the trigger.

DPX DensityrM Trigger Timing

You might remember from an earlier section that the time resolution for DPX density

measurements is the frame length, around 50 msec. A basic implementation of the DPX

Density trigger concept is also frame-based, so a trigger event that occurs anywhere within a

frame will not be recognized until the end of the frame. Trigger uncertainty is 50 msec.

DPX Density trigger doesn't always have to wait until the end of a frame before firing. For

the common configuration of triggering when the measured density is higher than the

threshold, the density measurement in the trigger can be computed many times within each

frame and it can fire the trigger as soon as the threshold is exceeded.

Consider the case where the threshold is zero. As soon as a single waveform causes a hit

within the measurement box, we know that the density is greater than zero. It takes a little
longer to test for a 5 or I07o density, and even more time for thresholds at or near lOOVo.

The DPX Density trigger can also be set to fire when the measured density is below the

threshold value. This is useful when you suspect that your signal is missing some of the time.

For a signal that is supposed to be CW, you can set the trigger controls to acquire when the

density measurement of the signal peak drops below l00%o. When using the "lower than"

form of the DPX Density trigger, the time resolution is one frame because of the following
logic: We can't be sure the actual density is less than, say, I57o until at least 857o of the full
test time has elapsed. In order to keep things simple and fast in the trigger module, we just

wait until the end of each 5O-msec frame to do the "lower than" comparisons'

Persistence and DPX Density Trigger

The smoothing effect of persistence on density measurements can help in determining a good

threshold value. With persistence turned off, an infrequent signal's density reading jumps

between higher and lower values as it turns on and off, and it can be hard to read these

flashing numbers. By turning persistence on, you instruct the instrument to average the

density over a longer time period. This density result is somewhere between the ON and OFF

density values - the very definition of a good trigger threshold.

Unlike the DPX Density measurement, the DPX Density trigger is not affected in any way by

persistence. Density calculations in the trigger system are made with hit count data received

irom each individual DPX frame, before any persistence is applied. Even when the density

measurement reading in the display is averaged over many frames due to persistence, the

trigger is computing density for each frame and comparing these quick snapshots against the

threshold setting.
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Discover DPX
DPX technology in Tektronix' Real-Time Spectrum Analyzers guarantees 1007o Probability
of Intercept, even for infrequent signal events as short as 10.3 psec in some models. It also

provides a true representation of multiple signals occupying the same frequency range. With
our latest advances in DPX technology, you can now make signal density measurements,

trigger on any visible signal, and span out to a multi-GHz view in the DPX Spectrum display.

More dramatic than any technical specification is how quickly you'll discover and resolve
problems now that you can clearly see fleeting signals with the DPX Spectrum display. You
don't need to know the size, shape or location of signals that might be present, or even that
they exist. DPX simply shows them to you.

The DPX spectrum display instantly shows faults such as brief transients in the frequency domain,
giving you immediate validation ol the your design's stability.
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